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DNSSEC – A Critical Use Case for PQC Algorithms

Panel Goal: Exploration of DNSSEC-related considerations for PQC digital signature algorithm selection with intent to spur further consideration in concert with parties who define and implement DNS and DNSSEC-related standards

(1) DNSSEC is one of the use cases for PQC called out by NIST, but has been relatively less studied than others such as TLS

(2) Given the broad dependence on UDP for DNS exchanges, DNSSEC is not currently favorable to typical sizes of signatures and keys for PQC signature algorithms

(3) DNSSEC function as critical internet infrastructure and with long deployment cycles makes algorithm stability especially important
What is the practical impact of a quantum compromise of DNSSEC?

• Root key compromise
• To TLDs
• Relative to X.509 compromise
• Authentication looking forward versus non-repudiation or confidentiality looking back
What characteristics should DNSSEC have in a PQC world?

• Rollover considerations
• Key management considerations
• Signature size versus key size
• DNSSEC signing considerations
• Transport considerations
• Viability and stability considerations
What are the implications for PQC algorithm selection?

• Complexity of transition, implementation, and operation
• Impact on existing usage and operational models
• Ecosystem viability
• What are the preferred trade-offs?
How should we move forward to address the PQ challenge for DNSSEC (who, what, when, how)?

• Who will be at the table – NIST, IETF, IRTF, ICANN, ITU, resolver operators, registry operators, cryptographic library vendors, device manufacturers, open source community?

• What are the next steps?
Q&A
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